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Abstract 
The present study was to access the impact of women participation in 

Pakistani politics and its socio-economic implications. The focus of this 

research to identified both sociological factors as well as economic 

factors that shape to female participation in politics. This study was 

conducted in Pakistani society where geographically specking near 

about more than half of population is female. Although Pakistani 

society essentially patriarchy society yet where the impact on Pakistani 

politics due to women cannot be ignored. During Zia ul Haq period 

some women organizations emerged for the rights of women and 

particularly their participation in politics but its culminated point 

reached during Mushraf era when women were given representation in 

the local body system as well as in national and provincial assemblies 

respectively. The main objectives of this study identify women 

participation in politics and its implications in socio economic and 

cultural factors. Among the social factors, family backgrounds 

mobilizations of society and dominant cultural norms were identify. 

While in the economic factors researcher focused on the contribution of 

women participation in various activities. The major findings of 

research were the majority of female politicians are well educated 

belongs to middle class and feudal class. 
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I. Introduction 
 Patriarchal society persists near about all over the world. In which women have no 

chance for leadership and it is commonly consider that women are not capable for 

political jobs. But in this modernized society it is the need and demand of the nation and 

humanity to remove the gender discrimination and give equal rights to women. 

According to the modernized technique women should women should take participate in 

every sphere of life such as politics (Sapiro, 1981). Women should lay stress on the 

educational system formal and informal. The major attempt is to spread the education 

among girls especially the formal education. Through this society remove gender 
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disparity and improve gender equality. It is socializes the women not only in the rural 

areas but also in the urban areas and best socialization gives the society best 

parliamentarians (Kumar, 2006).   

 

 Extensively women at all levels of basic leadership are under-spoken to (Salter, 

2006) and are inadequately occupied with administration forms in Pakistan. It is an 

imperative end in itself to accomplish sexual orientation balance in administration 

(Beveridg et al., 2000). Therefore, advancing sex interest in administration is one of 

"basic ranges of concern". Its vital point is to receive those methods and measures that 

ensure women' finished sharing in administration and equivalent access to basic 

leadership through financial strengthening (Cheston & Kuhn 2002). 

 

 Women make up regarding part of this the planet's people. Their commitment 

inside the social as well as personal range is likewise exceedingly crucial by 

righteousness of dual pieces inside the valuable as well as regenerative circles. In any 

case, their particular cooperation inside the legal troubles remains untreated that's 

essentially the most crucial place of contemporary society that is certainly identified with 

the force as well as choice making sorts (Rabinowitz, 1991). The actual women counsel 

around the world is definitely 15% as well as you will find simply just 12 international 

locations from the globe containing 33% seating for women inside parliaments. Women 

confront road blocks for their political expense everywhere throughout the world. 

Economic parameters as well as present buildings are thought because restrictions for 

their development (Habermas, 2015). Inside a patriarchal contemporary society like 

Pakistan this expense of women inside political fencing can be all of that significantly 

concerning men as well as where did they notice their particular cooperation?  

 

 The actual composition of Pakistan concedes whole cooperation from the women 

inside Governmental policies; by as well as by their particular expense inside 

governmental troubles in any way amount remains pitiful on account of social as well as 

standard things blocking the path (Petersen, & Samuels, 2002). At a variety of occasions 

from the historical past this women political cooperation may be low in Pakistan.  The 

inquiries to be addressed are the manner by which to reclassify administration that 

perceives sexual orientation correspondence as it’s focal and center esteem and take out 

sex blind strategies at institutional levels. The effect of various level of administration 

foundations in arrangement making, for example, group, national and worldwide 

establishments must be evaluated to make space for sexual orientation balance and 

women' investment in the administration procedure. (Mastroianni, et al.1990). The 

speculation that women can convey gave their ability is developed and institutional 

backing is accessible must be investigated. The adjustment in administration foundations 

to make them receptive to women particular needs can be strategized. Each general 

public has an extensive variety of administration establishments. Sexual orientation 

fairness is, hence, a goal, which individuals have acknowledged, since women in many 

social orders are underestimated in administration organizations, common society/group, 

neighborhood government, national government and global offices. Experience 

demonstrates that despite the fact that a few women are incorporated into the procedure 

they, in any case, have little partake in basic leadership and acknowledgment of women' 

particular needs are beneath the limit (Wadud, 2013). This wonder has now got wide 
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acknowledgment that women must be incorporated into the administration at institutional 

level and their presence and voice is heard in choices making to accomplish a sex 

adjusted society (Hill, 2008). 

 

 The actual noticeable the fact is that girls are being analyzed because reliable to 

help men inside their social portion by numerous this historians. Plato, Aristotle, Jones 

Hobbes, John Locke, Rousseau as well as many other people used distinct contentions to 

help property for the normal bottom line that will governmental troubles is simply the 

men correct as well as women are certainly not physically or maybe rationally in shape to 

look at a pastime inside legal troubles on similar terminology with men (Kaplan, 1966). It 

has been discovered that girls acquired their particular legal rights as a result of going 

after challenges. The actual suffragist advancement had been for the center piece from the 

period in the midst of the next World Warfare period. The actual seeing predicament can 

be that will that the theme of planning can be of value, for which both the intercourse 

attempt eddo obtain their particular counsel inside the echelons of force as a result of 

their particular political cooperation, yet the women are generally a lesser amount of 

inside numbers as well as low in their particular distinction of adequacy to alter or maybe 

change this examples of advancement (Rabate, 2008). The actual snags to help women' 

similar expense inside management are generally in a big way incorporated inside 

Southern Oriental social as well as social examples. The actual patriarchal way of a huge 

part of most of these international locations can be starkly seemed by Amartya Sen's 

requirements of "missing women" (Stark, 2000). In the bureaucratic as well as political 

companies, their particular expense can be not as much as men. It absolutely was because 

of a percentage from the conventional aspects such as the patriarchal way of most people. 

Another pull to help women' political support could be the really extreme mother nature 

of governmental troubles alone. In the international locations of Southern Parts of Asia, 

legal troubles is usually a worthwhile wellspring of pay out as well as power which often 

men endeavor to manage (Aisenberg, & Harrington, 1988). Coupled most of these 

wrinkles these were evidently a lesser amount of vibrant gurus inside most people as well 

as had been performing this capacities that had been definitely not of really worth to the 

class development as well as management as well as extensively the career delivered in 

their mind because 'women' position is within this home' (Clarke et al. 2005). 

 

 According to the Pakistani context a rapid change is coming in Pakistani society 

regarding participation of women in politics. In which more female are participating in 

the public space with male. Women’s participation in politics is separated from other 

aspect of women’s lives for example marriage, family etc. (Shaul, 1982).The decade of 

the 1980 brought a great change in the role of women in Pakistan. In that time, a 

powerful women’s movement made an impressive impact on Pakistani political sense. 

The real achievement of the women’s movement in its struggle against the policies of the 

military regime directed against women in the name of Islamization (Alvi, 1988). In the 

theoretical perspective, Pakistani society is a male dominant society, in which women are 

given less worth and women are placed in the lower strata in the social stratification. But 

due to the presentation in politics helps empower the women and also increase their status 

socially, economically and culturally (Kumar, 2006). The low status of women is one of 

the many factors in Pakistani society, which interfere with the accomplishment of 

enlargement goals. The traditional social structure and norms also limits women roles, 
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those may lemmatize their ability (Hakim and Aziz 1998). In Pakistan, this Devolution of 

Electric power Plan (a local community government arrangement) had been gotten inside 

keeping thirty-three per any amount of money seating for women inside management 

gatherings for the neighborhood, tehsil, area as well as area amount. In neighborhood 

gatherings, with the expansion inside the number of snowboards, close to 80, 000 women 

had been getting your hands on involvement inside self-government (Tambiah, 1997). 

Nonetheless, folks through the tehsil as well as area gatherings are usually in the 

roundabout means picked through the chose councilors for the neighborhood amount. 

Women inside Pakistan furthermore feel an unmistakable advantage through the criteria. 

They've challenged troubles, which includes intimidating men declares of intellect, this 

absence of the voting market due to the course of action of circuitous judgments, as well 

as becoming weak prior to men councilors that pick these individuals as well as often 

dole out them to snowboards coping with simply just with "women' issues.(Clark, 2014). 

Because of the by, they are making their particular location believed. Simply by Bari "the 

means an enormous quantity of women received taken vibrant political portion alone 

activated social change, making waves inside the nation's giving dog pens where routine 

force buildings however get this social as well as political existences of people (Case et 

al. 2000). 

 

 The major issue for the political scientists, despite the clear representation and 

participation of women in politics is still favor to men. In spite of all these situations, 

researchers focus to seek and get information about the geography of women and 

political fortune (Smith and Owens, 2012). Over the last three decades it is researched by 

the experts that women are less interested in politics than man. Women create choices 

and professional back grounds are often incompatible in public relation. Women duties 

and responsibilities performed at home is also an obstacle. Discrimination from political 

parties gives more favor to men than women. If someone cope up with all difficulties 

than she faces some new problems such as Media’s challenge, voter perception and 

women processes feminine traits (Adam, 2011). Women are playing different roles in the 

society, such as mother, wife, sister, manager and also political activist. In spite of all 

their efforts and contributions they could not get enough recognition in patriarchal society 

and some stereotype. They are facing critical circumstances such as violence, 

discrimination, gender inequality and less access to the political participation 

(Agbalajobi, 2009). As a politics it is considered that it is the masculine phenomena 

where there is no space for women. Some political parties exploit women political rights 

and representation in two different ways. One is to emphasis that women are less than 

men and second is that women are not eligible for positions (Clavero and Galligani 

2005). Adolescent females have very optimistic view about the participation of female in 

political activities. On the other hand adolescent boys have more negative and strict view 

about the participation of women in political activities (Gillespie and Spohn 1987).The 

mostly women who take part in politics as a job belongs to upper class of the society, 

highly educated and some of them have political history of belong to a political family 

background. Women also face some barriers in political career such as in underdeveloped 

countries in which low level of education people think that women don’t have any right 

to cast their vote or took part in political activities (Shaul 1982). In the modernized era 

there have been momentous changes in legislation and proceedings which facilitate the 

increased contribution of women in political behavior. Put a glance into the last few years 
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then recent years have witness of increase in female voter participation (Nuss, 1982). 

Women are under represent in politics in Northeast Asian countries. In Northeast Asia it 

has been primarily been men who have shaped policy decision. Women are left to the 

back. This shows the weakness of women in national and local politics (Schreurs 2001). 

The Objectives of the study are; 

 

i. To study the role of female politicians. 

ii. To determine the social aspect of female politicians. 

iii. To check the economic and political empowerment of female politicians. 

 

II. Research Methodology 
 This section highlights the methodological strategy according to which the 

research has been conducted. The universe of this study was 3 districts Khanewal, Multan 

and Muzaffar Garh. All females’ politicians such as MNAs and MPAs, Ex Nazims, Ex 

Naib Nazims, Ex Councilors, Ex Districts Councilors etc. were included in the population 

of the study. Sample of 50 female politicians was selected as a sample which fulfilled the 

requirements of research objectives. Purposive sampling technique was adopted because 

it was considered as most appropriate for this research for getting authentic results. After 

the selection of purposive sampling technique, samples were selected through the simple 

random sampling. Quantitative Research design was used in this research. The interview 

schedule was constructed having structured and unstructured questions in order to collect 

the data. Pretesting was done for trial. For this purpose the interview schedule was 

pretested from 5 respondents. After getting their response few more questions were added 

and few were negated and finalized the interview schedule. With the help of selected tool 

and techniques the data was collected by the researcher. After the data collection the 

process of the data coding started. The SPSS software was used for this purpose. The 

mathematical numbers to showing different variables coded responses categorized. After 

the data entered in the SPSS software and it presented the data in tabulated forms which 

showed the frequency distribution and percentages. Chi-Square was applied to find out 

the relationship between independent and dependent variables. In order to evaluate the 

significant results calculating values of Chi-Square was compared with tabulated value at 

a given degree of freedom. The result was considered the significant of the calculated 

values of the Chi-Square was greater than the table value otherwise it was regarded non-

significant. 

 

Table 1: Distribution of respondents with respect to the district 
District Distribution of respondents 

Multan 20 

Khanewal 15 

Muzaffar Garh 15 

 

 Population of Multan district is very huge as compared to Khanewal and 

Muzaffargarh district. That’s why 20 respondents were selected from the Multan district 

and 30 respondents were selected from the other two districts.  
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III. Result and discussion 
 In table 2 shows that majority of the respondents consist on ex district councilor. 

The reason behind this Pakistan society consists on the patriarchal system. In which male 

are dominated. That’s why majority of MPAs, MNAs and district councilor are male. But 

Ex district councilors were female because in Pakistani society women have easily access 

and participate in district election. 

 

Table 2: Distribution of respondents regarding their political designation 
Category Frequency Percent 

MPAs 10 20.0 

Ex district councilor 26 52.0 

District councilor 13 26.0 

MNAs 1 2.0 

Total 50 100.0 

 

Table 3: Distribution of respondents regarding their level of education 
Category Frequency Percent 

Primary 5 30.0 

Matric 4 8.0 

Intermediate 13 26.0 

Graduation or Above 18 36.0 

Total 50 100.0 

 

 Table no 3 show the education level of female politicians. Data showed that 

majority of female politicians education is Graduation or above. In current era majority of 

female politicians are highly educated. Education gives awareness about their rights. 

Educated women can stand with men shoulder by shoulder, take part in every sphere of 

life and raising their voice about their rights more effectively as compare to uneducated 

or low educated female politicians.   

 

Table 4: Distribution of respondents regarding their years of participation in 

political activities  
Category Frequency Percent 

3-6 9 18.0 

7-10 31 62.0 

11-14 4 8.0 

15- above 6 12.0 

Total 50 100.0 

 

 Table no 4 show the numbers of years of participation in political activities. 

Majority of the respondents involved in the political activities from 7 to 10 years. 

Literature review indicates that majority of the female politicians have political back 

ground. That’s why their involvement in political activities is 7 to 10 years. 

 

 Row no.1 indicates the knowledge about the eligibility criteria of election. 

Majority of female politicians know the eligibility criteria of election. The basic reason 

behind this logic is that majority of the respondents consist on the Ex district councilor 

and they have no enough knowledge about the election criteria. Row no 2 data indicate 
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the duties and work of presiding officer. Majority of the respondents know this. Presiding 

officer plays a vital role in the election result. That’s why every politician must have the 

knowledge of duties and work of presiding officer. Row no.3 result shows the knowledge 

about the method of compiling election result. Majority of the respondents know this 

method. Election campaign is just like a project. In which politicians are formatting their 

schedule from beginning to end. That’s why they also know the compiling of election 

result. 

 

Table 5:  Percentage distribution of respondents with respect to their knowledge 

about the participation in politics 
Category To great 

extent 
To some 

extent 
Not at 

all 

Knowledge about eligibility criteria of 
election 

40.0 56.0 4.0 

Know duties and works of presiding 
officer 

60.0 28.0 2.0 

Know the method of compiling election 
result 

49.0 43.0 8.0 

Participate and organizing  election 
campaign 

74.0 25.0 1.0 

Negotiate with locals communities for 
support 

77.0 21.0 2.0 

Support from family to participate in 
election 

59.0 25.0 16.0 

Political background is necessary for 
politics 

38.0 44.0 18.0 

Facing afraid and risk as compared to 
male 

69.0 17.0 14.0 

Regular contact with Government is 
necessary 

89.0 10.0 1.0 

Media medium is required for women 
politician 

35.0 40.0 25.0 

Political activities influence in their 
private life 

27.0 36.0 37.0 

 

 Row no.4 result shows the negotiation of female politicians with the local 

community for support. It is understood that local community support is necessary for 

success in election. But some of the politicians don’t apply this rule. Because they have 

political background, that’s why they have no need of negotiation with community for 

support. They win the election without any struggle due to her political background. Row 

no.5 indicates the result of supporting from their family. Majority of the respondents’ 

family support her for election campaign. Pakistani society consists on the patriarchal 

system. In which family support is necessary for female politicians. Row no.6 data shows 

necessities of family back ground for female politicians. Majority of the respondents 

consider it not necessary. If researcher put a glance in to the past then they come to know 

that political family background is necessary in past but in the present. Today basic 

requirement is education not only for female but also for the male politicians. Row no.7 

indicate the facing more risk in election as compare to male. Majority of the respondents 

agreed that they face more risk as compare to male in pre and post-election result. As 
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researcher early discussed, this research conducted in patriarchal society. That’s why 

female have no enough space for participation in politics and they face more threats and 

afraid. Row no.8 result shows the necessities of contact with the Government. Majority of 

the respondents consider it necessary. Every project and screams are launched and 

facilitate by the Government. So contact with Government is considered necessary. 

 

 Row no.9 indicates the media medium is required for women politicians. Majority 

of the respondents don’t consider it necessary. 70% of land in Pakistan consists on 

agriculture sector. That’s why respondents of female politicians consider it necessary in 

some extent. Row no. 10 data shows the influence in their personal due to the 

participation in politics. As early data showed that majority of the respondents have 

political background and educated. That’s why majority of the respondents respond that 

their participation in politics don’t interfere in their personal life.  

 

A. Hypothesis testing 

 Political family background leads positively to participation in the activities of 

organizing election campaign 

 

Table 6: cross tabulation value of chi square 

Belong to political 
family background 

Participation in activities of organizing 
election campaign. 

Total 

To great extent 
To some 

extent 
Not at all 

To great extent 11 9 1 21 

To some extent 7 6 3 16 

Not at all 6 5 2 13 

Total 24 20 6 50 
Chi square= 5.010 level of significance= 0.003 degree of freedom= 2 

 

B. Discussion 

 The null hypothesis stated that there is no association between the political family 

background and participation of activities in election campaign while the alternative 

hypothesis stated that there is an association between the political family background and 

participation of activities in election campaign. All above result shows that there is an 

association between the two variables. Because the level of significance needs to be 0.5 

or smaller and significance value of research hypothesis was 0.003. Therefore, a chi 

square test for independence indicates significant association between political family 

backgrounds and it has impact on the participation in activities of political campaign. As 

Shaul (1982) conducted a research on the status of women in local Government and 

stated that mostly women who take politics as a job, belong to upper class of the society. 

Majority of them are highly educated and belongs to a political family background.  

 

IV. Summary and Suggestions 
 Every person in democracy has a right to take part in politics, same as in this age 

the women are actively taking part in the politics. Women should be provided equal 

chances as men to take part in the politics. Women and men ratio is near about same all 

over the world. The intelligence and skills of the women should be acknowledged and 
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half of the population should be utilized properly. Women also should be given chances 

in politics so that they could show their capabilities. Their courage and qualities can be 

seen as that they are achieving their rights and surviving in male occupy society. For the 

current research, researcher chose 3 districts of southern Punjab (Khanewal, Multan and 

Muzaffar Garh). Researcher reviewed the literature before conducting the research. 

Researcher applied the pretest and finalized the interview schedule. After that he 

collected and analyzed the data and concluded suggestions and the theme of this research 

is that women’s positions in political parties increase the probability that female 

candidates will be elected only in non-relative representative system. Women have 

become successful candidates across the globe study indicates and shows the need of 

women candidates in political parties. It solves the issues of women and provides the path 

way for women empowerment. The suggestions are given below. Women are less 

interested in politics than men. Women create choices and professional backgrounds are 

often incompatible in public relations. Women duties and responsibilities performed at 

home are also an obstacle.  

 

A. Suggestion 

i. Half of the population of world consists on women and their skills are not being 

used in politics, their skills and intelligence should be utilized properly. 

ii. NADRA and ECP ( Election commission of Pakistan) should also make sure 

that by the next election all women of voting ages have identity card are 

registered to vote. 

iii. Opportunities for women should be equal to the men. 

iv. Lack of confidence is explained as being exposed or being afraid of making they 

look stupid. 

v. Women candidates should try to establish a web presence. 

vi. Women should be encouraged who want to participates in politics. 

vii. All law policies rights and opportunities should be equal for male and female 

both in politics. 

viii. The equal opportunity providing law should be made practicable in all areas of 

the country. 

ix. Different training programs for women should be started for enhance their skills. 

x. Awareness programs should be started in the rural areas so that they could be 

able to take an active part in the politics. 

xi. Women’s minor political participation is due to lack of financial, power 

resources and lack of family support, so it is the responsibilities of families to 

support their females as they support their males. 
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